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Based on the wildly popular Instagram account @CrazyJewishMom, Kate Siegel's essay collection
is about life with the woman who redefined the term helicopter mom. There is nothing more
wonderful than a mother's love. There is also nothing more annoying. Who else can proudly insist
that you're perfect while simultaneously making you question every career, fashion, and relationship
decision you have ever made? No one understands the delicate mother-daughter dynamic better
than Kate Siegel - her own mother drove her so crazy that she decided to broadcast their hilarious
conversations on Instagram. Soon hundreds of thousands of people were following their daily text
exchanges, eager to see what outrageous thing Kate's mom would do next. Now, in Mother, Can
You Not?, Kate pays tribute to the woman whose helicopter parenting may make your mom look like
Mother Teresa. If fans think Kate's mom's texts are insane, they will laugh out loud at the anecdotes
her daughter shares in this collection. From embarrassing moments (like her mother's surprise early
morning visit, catching Kate in bed with her crush) to outrageous stories (such as the time she
moved cross country to be near Kate's college) to hilarious mantras ("NO STD TEST, YOU WON'T
BE GETTING SEXED!"), Mother, Can You Not? lovingly lampoons the lengths to which our mothers
will go to better our lives (even if it feels like they're ruining them in the process).
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EVERYONE GO BUY THIS BOOK IMMEDIATELY! Brilliant. Funny. And written by my
daughter.Look, no one knows who she is! She's not famous like Tina Fey! Please buy this book, so
my spawn doesn't have to move back into my basement. I promise you it's hysterical!

I know what you're thinking. Five stars and no diamond? I loved every draft and the final version is
simply amazing. It really captures Kate's relationship with her mother perfectly. I couldn't be more
proud of KateMonster. ðŸ™Œ #goals #mothercanyounot

I've been following Kate's instagram that started this for some time now, and this book does not
disappoint! Kate and her mother are hysterical. I practically chased down the mailman for my copy
and began reading as soon as I got my hands on it. I'm not even finished yet but from what I've read
so far, this book is truly entertaining and well written. 100% reccommend!!

Very funny! Worth a read!

Great book! Love it! So funny. Love following Kate on Instagram! Her and her mom are so funny
and have the best mother-daughter relationship. Can't wait to see if there are going to be more
books by Kate!

I read the book in one day! Ignored the looks from my husband as I was laughing over and over.
Thanks for sharing a glimpse your life with your readers, Kate. Especially for those of us who see
similar characteristics in our own moms. (The reality is that our moms have probably already met in
a Starbucks as my mom was showing yours Facebook pictures of my single brother) Looking
forward to reading your next book!

I absolutely LOVE this book. Not only does it embody the same witty humor, sarcasm, and
borderline inappropriate mother-daughter interactions I've come to know and love from
@CrazyJewishMom, it far exceeds my expectations which, let's be honest, were sky high to begin
with. I'm currently procrastinating on studying for a chemistry exam because this book is just too
good. Kate, I'm sorry but at the same time, I'm glad you've shared your experiences with us and
allowed us to understand a day in the (somewhat unbelievable) life of Kate Siegel.

Omg so funny. I do not have this kind of relationship with my mother, nor would I want to. That being
said, I enjoy reading about these two. I'm shocked that there are one star reviews because I was
laughing out loud within the first 30 pages. Initially I thought some of the Instagram account were
made up, but the more I have learned about these two ladies, the more I have liked them. I have

always had the belief that one should let their freak flag fly, and they definitely do. I'm to put it
politely a blunt person. If I think someone is dumb I don't hide it, and if someone is making a
mistake I tell them. Not always nicely, and that's why I like Kim Friedman. It's like it says at the
beginning of the book, if she said it, she meant it. Also, I like the cover, and I normally hate
hardback books because of the dust jacket.
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